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Turns out her Professor is a real Viking... Before she can travel back in time, she needs to go back to school to learn Old Norse,
decipher runes and try not to fall for the sexy Runology professor who's hiding a dark secret... Lainie had given up hope on ever getting
out of the slums of New London. Applying to the prestigious Time Travel Academy seemed like a waste of time, but when she's
accepted and assigned Vikings, her life changes forever. A time travel reverse harem full of action, intrigue and hot Vikings. Part of the
Academy of Time world. This is a serial split into five episodes, perfect for sweetening your lunch break or as a quickie before bedtime.
An omnibus combining all episodes is published as Taking Her Vikings. Search terms: reverse harem romance, academy romance,
college, university, menage, Viking, Norse, London, Britain, UK, English, time travel, futuristic, science fiction romance, love, new
adult, mfmm, serial, teacher, professor, mystery, abuse.
Beira, the Mother of Gods and Queen of Winter, has grown tired and lonely. After millennia of living on her own, she decides it's time
to create the perfect lover. But while Colan might look like the man of her dreams, he's not falling in love with her as she'd planned.
Can she change his mind or has it all been for nothing? This tragic prequel to the bestselling reverse harem series Daughter of Winter
tells the story of Wynter's parents. It's a stand-alone fantasy romance that can be enjoyed without having read the other books in
series. The Daughter of Winter Series #0 Prequel: Mother of Gods #1 Winter Princess #1.5 Spin-off: Demon's Revenge #2 Winter
Heiress #3 Winter Queen #4 Winter Goddess #5 Samhain Goddess
There's a demon army standing between Wyn and the gate to her mother's realm. Problem is, she has no idea how to fight them. One
day is all she has to learn. One lesson with each of her Guardians. That's all she gets.***A new episode will be released every 2-3 weeks.
Five of them will be bundled together at the end (likely in October) for those who enjoy longer books so they can read it in one go. If
you don't like serials, please don't leave a bad review but wait until the omnibus edition is out.***
Magic is beautiful. Magic can kill.As a demi-goddess, Wyn has always stood out from the human crowd. And now, on her 22nd
birthday, her magic finally surfaces with a bang. A Big bang. She'll need the help of not one, but four (sexy) guardians to control her
destructive powers. Her mother, the Winter Queen, waits for her in the Realm of Gods, but Wyn has enemies, even if she doesn't know
it yet...A reverse harem serial with one sassy demi-goddess and four hot guardians. ***A new episode will be released every 2-3 weeks.
Five of them will be bundled together at the end (likely in October) for those who enjoy longer books so they can read it in one go. If
you don't like serials, please don't leave a bad review but wait until the omnibus edition is out.***
Betraying Her Vikings
Episode 1
Daggers & Destiny
Hell's Calling
Scratch
Hisss
Ghosts, Gods and frilly dresses... Wyn may be a Goddess, but even she is a little confused by the rumours of ghosts in her
palace. It gets even stranger when one of them appears in her bedroom, begging for forgiveness. For what? Wyn has no idea.
Can she solve the ghost crisis before it ruins the Samhain celebrations? And will she find a moment to spend time with her four
yummy Guardians? A Daughter of Winter spin-off that can be read without previous knowledge of this bestselling reverse
harem series. However, if you’d like to read the complete series first, start with Winter Princess or get the box set. Search
terms: Halloween, reverse harem, reverse harem romance, fantasy, fantasy romance, fantasy reverse harem, paranormal
romance, PNR, mythology, myth, myths, Gods, deities, angel, Thor, steamy, magic, new adult, Scotland, Celtic, romance,
contemporary fantasy, Goddess, love.
It all started with a headache. Next came the cramps. Then, the pain. Cries and wails filled the station. The bloody cough killed
most of them. The others succumbed to the fever. And then, silence. I’m the only one left. My name is Louise and I’m the only
human on Mars. A sci-fi reverse harem serial based on the Six Swans fairy tale. First published in the Once Upon A Twist
anthology. This story is set in the same world as The Drowning series. ~Reading order~ The Mars Diaries Alone Hidden
Found The Drowning Polar Destiny Polar Fates Polar Miracle (coming soon) Search terms: science fiction, sci-fi, scifi romance,
science fiction romance, Mars, space colony, colony, reverse harem, reverse harem romance, scifi reverse harem, fairy tale
retelling, scifi fairy tale, delusion, futuristic, dystopian, the Drowning, Six Swans, mental health, trauma, death, virus, plague,
epidemic, sole survivor
We thought everything was perfect. We had our own planet, the freedom to do whatever we wanted, the resources to survive.
And our family. My six men and me. Unconventional, strange, and utterly amazing. I never thought I could feel this much love
without exploding, but it worked. For the first time in forever, I was happy. There was no news from Earth, but we thought we
didn't need them anymore. We'd made it for six months without contact. But of course, happiness never lasts. And when
happiness disappears on Mars, disaster strikes. This is the third and final episode in the Mars Diaries, a sci-fi reverse harem
based on the Six Swans fairy tale. ~Reading order~ The Mars Diaries Alone Hidden Found The Drowning Polar Destiny Polar
Fates Polar Miracle (coming soon) Search terms: science fiction, sci-fi, scifi romance, science fiction romance, Mars, space
colony, colony, reverse harem, reverse harem romance, scifi reverse harem, fairy tale retelling, scifi fairy tale, delusion,
futuristic, dystopian, the Drowning, Six Swans, mental health, trauma, death, virus, plague, epidemic, sole survivor, exploration,
colonisation, ptsd, steamy romance, thriller, bomb, suspense, countdown, terrorism, danger, action
My name is Louise and I am no longer the last human on Mars. It's been one month since Louise's men awoke. Slowly, they're
finding a routine in keeping the station going. It's not easy, but they're getting by... until communications with Earth break
down. Suddenly, they're on their own, and things that should have stayed hidden creep to the surface. Will Louise's men be able
to help her get rid of her ghosts? The second book in the Mars Diaries, a sci-fi reverse harem set on Mars. Search terms:
science fiction, sci-fi, scifi romance, science fiction romance, Mars, space colony, colony, reverse harem, reverse harem
romance, scifi reverse harem, fairy tale retelling, scifi fairy tale, delusion, futuristic, dystopian, the Drowning, Six Swans,
mental health, trauma, death, virus, plague, epidemic, sole survivor, exploration, colonisation, ptsd, steamy romance
Found
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All four books in the bestselling Daughter of Winter series, exclusive bonus scenes plus the spin-off novella Demon's Revenge,
together in one volume for the very first time! One sassy Demigoddess. Four hot Guardians. A Realm to rule. The balance between
Winter and Summer is on a knife's edge, and only one person can save it. With four of her mother's strongest warriors to guard her,
Wyn is thrown into a Realm full of unicorns, demons, and gods with agendas she can only dream of. Can the Winter Princess fulfil
her destiny and prevent a war that could destroy everything? The Daughter of Winter series is a steamy fantasy romance and
features four (yummy) protective men, a strong heroine, Celtic mythology, kilts, Scottish accents, ancient gods, very steamy
scenes, a unicorn and even dragons. This collection contains: Winter Princess (plus bonus scenes from the men's point of view)
Demon's Revenge (novella) Winter Heiress Winter Queen Winter Goddess
"Don't ever scare us like that again," Arc grumbles. I take the bait. "Or what?""Or I'll leash you and keep you within reach at all
times." Wyn and her Guardians are trying to reach the entrance to her mother's realm. But there are a few things standing in her
way - including someone wanting to kill her. And the attraction towards her Guardians isn't making things easier either...Episode 2
of the reverse harem serial Winter Princess. 18+.
She was born to serve. Pity she doesn’t want to. DX-4, also known as Dex, is a hybrid: not quite human, not quite machine. She
spends her days running errands for her three masters, until one day she ends up in a bit of a pickle. Meaning she could be killed
for what she did. Her masters try everything they can to help her, but will it be enough? And is her heart human enough to return
their love? A steampunk reverse harem novella set in a dystopian world, featuring a strong heroine and her loving, protective men.
Previously published in anthologies as 'Kiss my Corset' and 'Kiss my Snowflake'. Keywords: steampunk romance, reverse harem,
why choose, menage, friends to lovers, Romantic Suspense, scifi steampunk, romance, romance books, gaslamp, victorian,
victorian era, victorian romance, scifi, dystopian, hybrid, android, human machine, slave, discrimination, forbidden romance,
marriage, love.
Three bestselling reverse harem novels in one book. Three strong women who don't have to choose. Three exciting adventures to
start. Bears. Angels. Shifters. Assassins. The world is full of magical creatures and some of them are rather hot! Luckily, the
heroines in these books don't need to choose between their men. They take them all. These three books are bursting with magic
and mythology along with sexy men and sassy heroines. If you love stories full of action, humour and romance, get this box set
today and dive into three gripping reverse harem series. This box set contains: Winter Princess (Daughter of Winter #1): With four
of her mother's strongest warriors to guard her, demigoddess Wyn is thrown into a magical realm full of unicorns, demons, and
dangers. Rescued by Bears (Claiming Her Bears #1): One young woman on the run from her abusive uncle. Four bear shifters
prepared to take her in. A post-apocalyptic world full of mythology, magic and steamy romance. Meow (Catnip Assassins #1):
Assassin, sociopath, and cat shifter, Kat, finds herself from going lone panther to surrounded by friends and a team she can trust.
Add in a bunch of enemies determined to harm those she loves, secrets from her past, and three pesky men she can't shake, and
her life is nothing short of chaos. Keywords: paranormal reverse harem, fantasy reverse harem, bear shifter romance, shifter
romance, strong heroine, why choose romance, cat shifter, werewolf, magic, mythology, Scotland, alpha males, steamy romance,
romance books, box set, boxset.
Winter Goddess: A Reverse Harem Romance
A sci-fi reverse harem
Protected by Bears
Winter Heiress
Episode 2 (Reverse Harem Serial)
A Reverse Harem Tale

All four books in the bestselling Daughter of Winter series, exclusive bonus scenes plus the spin-off novella Demon's Revenge, together in
one omnibus for the very first time! One sassy Demigoddess. Four hot Guardians. A Realm to rule. The balance between Winter and
Summer is on a knife's edge, and only one person can save it. With four of her mother's strongest warriors to guard her, Wyn is thrown into
a Realm full of unicorns, demons, and gods with agendas she can only dream of. Can the Winter Princess fulfil her destiny and prevent a
war that could destroy everything? The Daughter of Winter series features four (yummy) protective men, a strong heroine, Celtic
mythology, kilts, Scottish accents, ancient gods, very steamy scenes, a unicorn and even dragons. This book contains: Winter Princess (plus
bonus scenes from the men's point of view) Demon's Revenge (novella) Winter Heiress Winter Queen Winter Goddess
She never meant to sell her soul… least of all to Lucifer. The devil has taken her sister. Now she's going to bring her back, even if that means
travelling through all nine circles of hell. Luckily, she's not alone: An angel with a dark past. A wolf with anger issues. A hellhound who's
actually quite cuddly. Yes, this is a journey into hell. Grab your tissues and snacks for this will be a rollercoaster into darkness. A
paranormal reverse harem romance based on Dante's Inferno, but with a kickass heroine instead of a lovesick old poet. If you love alpha
heroes, strong heroines, action-packed fantasy and steamy romance, start the Infernal Descent series today! Also available as audiobook!
Reading order: Hell's Calling Hell's Weeping Hell's Burning
Not all battles are fought with swords... ***contains spoilers, don't read if you've not read Purrr*** Kat's world has changed dramatically.
Her home is gone, her business destroyed, her confidence frayed. She's used to dealing with problems (mostly by killing them), but trying to
cope with her newfound siblings, mysterious enemies, and three yummy smelling men is a little too much even for Kat. It's time to polish
those claws and prepare to forge out a new life - with a little bit of murder, obviously. The fourth book in this purrfectly exciting urban
fantasy series. A slow burn reverse harem where Kat won't have to choose. *** Search terms: urban fantasy, investigation, assassin,
paranormal romance, reverse harem, menage, cat shifter, werewolf, crime, cozy mystery, suspense, detective, women sleuths, contemporary
fantasy, humor, murder, crime organisation, shifter romance, funny, second chance, friends to lovers, cloning, scifi, science fiction, siren,
succubus, hybrid, battle, fight, love, romance, alternate reality, strong heroine, alpha males.
Read this steamy reverse harem romance full of magic, love and war. Just because Wyn has changed doesn't mean that the war is over. Not
at all. Angus and the Morrigan are ready for battle, but so are Wyn and her allies. It's time to fight for the Winter Realm and the balance
that keeps the magic alive. The fourth and final book in the Daughter of Winter series, a reverse harem romance full of yummy protective
men, a strong heroine, Celtic mythology, kilts, Scottish accents, very steamy scenes and even dragon shifters. The Daughter of Winter Series
#0 Prequel: Mother of Gods #1 Winter Princess #1.5 Spin-off: Demon's Revenge #2 Winter Heiress #3 Winter Queen #4 Winter Goddess
Search terms: reverse harem, reverse harem romance, fantasy romance, fantasy reverse harem, medium burn romance, paranormal
romance, PNR, steamy romance, mfmmm romance, complete series, angel romance, mythology, Gods, demons, angels, Lucifer, Thor, Loki,
hot, alpha hero, magic, Scotland, first in series, dragon shifter, lesbian couple, dragons.
Partridge in the P.E.A.R.
Daughter of Winter: The Complete Series
Arrival of Winter
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Slow Burn Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem Shifter Box Set
Their Hybrid
Winter Queen

Books 1-4 in the action-packed Catnip Assassins urban fantasy romance series, together in
one volume for the very first time! Assassin. Private Investigator. Cat shifter.
Assassin, sociopath, and catnip addict, Kat, finds herself from going lone panther to
surrounded by friends and a team she can trust. Add in a bunch of enemies determined to
harm those she loves, secrets from her past, and three pesky men she can't shake, and her
life is nothing short of chaos. Start the Catnip Assassins series with this handy boxed
set to find out how many body parts fit into a fridge (and how many cat puns you can hide
in one sentence). This is an urban fantasy full of cats, secrets and dead bodies. It
includes a slow-burn reverse harem relationship, where Kat will find her love interests
over time. This collection includes: Meow Scratch Purrr Hisss Search terms: urban
fantasy, urban fantasy romance, reverse harem, why choose, action, paranormal romance,
werewolf, shifter romance, complete series, strong heroine, friends to lovers, slow burn
romance, private investigator, menage, polyandry, poly romance, funny romance, alpha
males, contemporary fantasy, humor, long series, boxed set.
The day of the battle has arrived. A demon army stands between Wyn and the Gate which can
transport her to her mother. Will one day of training be enough to help them survive?
Will all Guardians make it through alive?And most importantly: Will Wyn be able to
kill?***A new episode will be released every 2-3 weeks. Five of them will be bundled
together for those who enjoy longer books so they can read it in one go. If you don't
like serials, please don't leave a bad review but wait until the omnibus edition is
out.***
Last night, we became one, the lines blurred between our minds for just a moment, but the
echo of it is still vivid in my memories. I want to feel that again, and if I have to
chain them all to my bed. That actually sounds like a pretty good idea. The Fates like to
play with our lives. They're not malicious, just bored. But that also means that
sometimes, we have to take our destiny in our own hands and defy the Fates. I will do
anything to save the bear shifters from extinction, even if that means going against the
will of the most powerful beings in the universe. Because the bears are no longer just
friends. They're family. ? Protected by Bears is the second book in the Claiming Her
Bears series, a post-apocalyptic reverse harem. Prepare for strong alpha males with a
trace of vulnerability, an epic quest, Viking beards, very steamy scenes, Scottish
landscapes, Celtic mythology and a post-apocalyptic setting. Previously published as
Polar Fates. READ THE WHOLE SERIES Claiming Her Bears: A steamy bear shifter reverse
harem Book 1: Rescued by Bears Book 2: Protected by Bears Book 3: Craved by Bears Search
keywords: bear shifter, reverse harem, paranormal romance, dystopian romance, postapocalyptic romance, Scotland, Celtic, werebear, shifter romance, alpha male, reverse
harem romance, RH romance, RH paranormal romance, reverse harem paranormal romance, myth,
myths, action, adventure, female protagonist, novel, hero, romance, romance ebook, escape
from abuse, love, mates, menage, paranormal romance with sex, new adult romance, fated
love, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults,
shapeshifter, Fates, Greek mythology, Apollo, Zeus, Aphrodite.
Five signs a cat is in heat: - Rubs against anything male - Coos over kittens - Presents
her assets as often as possible - Gets easily distracted - Loses interest in
assassinations Kill me now. This is going to be hell. The third book in this purrfectly
exciting urban fantasy series. This is a reverse harem romance and Kat won't have to
choose. Search terms: urban fantasy, investigation, assassin, paranormal romance, reverse
harem, menage, cat shifter, werewolf, crime, cozy mystery, suspense, detective, women
sleuths, contemporary fantasy, humor, murder, crime organisation, shifter romance, funny,
second chance, friends to lovers, cloning, scifi, science fiction, siren, succubus,
hybrid, battle, fight, love, romance, alternate reality, strong heroine, alpha males.
Fire and Brimstone
Alone
Daughter of Winter Box Set
The Complete Fantasy Reverse Harem Romance Series
Call of Winter
Mother of Gods
Men are just like cats. They don't do what they're told and constantly want cuddles. Kat misses her solitary
assassin life. Instead of doing one cold-hearted kill after another, she has to deal with two and a half men all
vying for her attention. But with a new crisis emerging, she needs to keep her cool and focus on what really
counts. Kittens are being taken, including Ryker's son. Is there a killer on the loose or is someone trying to get
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Kat's attention? An urban fantasy full of cats, secrets and murders. This is a slow-burn reverse harem where Kat
will find her love interests over time. Book two in the Catnip Assassins series. Search terms: urban fantasy,
investigation, assassin, paranormal romance, reverse harem, menage, cat shifter, werewolf, crime, cozy mystery,
suspense, detective, women sleuths, contemporary fantasy, humor, crime organisation, shifter romance, funny,
second chance, friends to lovers, kidnapping, black humor, cats, female investigator, shapeshifter, succubus,
siren, paranormal, alternate reality.
The second book in this steamy, action-packed fantasy romance series set in Scotland! Her adventure has only
just begun… Wyn thought everything would be unicorns and rainbows once she reached her mother's palace. The
last things she expected were assassination attempts, the Summer King readying for war and, worst of all, frilly
dresses. But all of that is pushed to the side when one of her Guardians needs her help. They're hers. And she'll
protect them while keeping her vow to protect the Realm. No matter the cost. This second novel in the now
completed Daughter of Winter series, a fantasy reverse harem romance full of Scottish mythology, sexy alpha
guys and explosive magic. Also available as audiobook. This series needs to be read in order, so start with Winter
Princess if you're new to Daughter of Winter. The Daughter of Winter Series #0 Prequel: Mother of Gods #1
Winter Princess #1.5 Spin-off: Demon's Revenge #2 Winter Heiress #3 Winter Queen #4 Winter Goddess Search
terms: reverse harem, reverse harem romance, fantasy romance, fantasy reverse harem, medium burn romance,
paranormal romance, PNR, steamy romance, mfmmm romance, complete series, angel romance, mythology,
Gods, demons, angels, alpha hero, magic, books set in Scotland, poly romance
As a demigoddess, Wyn has always stood out from the human crowd. On her 22nd birthday, her magic finally
surfaces. She'll need the help of not one, but four Guardians to control her destructive powers. If only they
weren't so distracting...
"They say grief passes. They say the pain gets less. Well, I don't want it to go. I don't want it to stop hurting. The
pain helps me function and get through the day. And it helps me focus on one thing: revenge." The Morrigan
needs to die, no question about that. But first, Wyn and her Guardians need to find her. While the Realm
prepares for war, allies arrive from unexpected places. But there are enemies hiding in plain sight that could stop
the war before it's even begun. Can Wyn destroy the Morrigan without sacrificing the lives of her loved ones?
***This is the third book in the Daughter of Winter series. 18+*** The Daughter of Winter Series #0 Prequel:
Mother of Gods (Breaking the Myth Anthology, ASIN: B078J4SFJP) #1 Winter Princess #1.5 Spin-off: Demon's
Revenge (ASIN: B078J8B1M4) #2 Winter Heiress #3 Winter Queen #3 Winter Goddess
A steamy paranormal reverse harem fantasy romance
Catnip Assassins: Books 1-4
Spirit Called
(Reverse Harem Serial)
A Daughter of Winter Spin-Off
The Complete Reverse Harem Series
"Don't ever scare us like that again," Arc grumbles.I take the bait. "Or what?""Or I'll leash you and
keep you within reach at all times."Wyn and her Guardians are trying to reach the entrance to her
mother's realm. But there are a few things standing in her way - including someone wanting to kill her.
And her attraction to her Guardians isn't making things easier either...Episode 2 of the reverse harem
serial Winter Princess. 18+.***A new episode will be released every two weeks. Five of them will be
bundled together at the end (likely in October) for those who enjoy longer books so they can read it in
one go. If you don't like serials, please don't leave a bad review but wait until the omnibus edition is
out.***
What exactly did dear old mum get up to before I was born? I was supposed to be going to Harvard on a
full ride. I've always been excellent at chemistry. Turns out my knack for chemicals was because my mum
is a witch and a potions master. Did I mention she summoned a demon for a ritual and Lucifer himself
came? Can I tell you how weird it is to go from card carrying atheist to finding out Satan is your dad?
Harvard is out. My magic was bound when I was a baby. Apparently, now I'm going to Fortuna Conservatory
instead because once I'm unbound, I can cause hell on earth. Something about being the princess of Hell.
I'm engaged to be married to who I thought was my mother's cat and a boy from my high school I've
nicknamed Cockblocker. Oh, he's actually a hellcat and I hate him. I'm trying to get out of it. My high
school ex is a hellhound and he's at Fortuna with me. He's unusually interested in who my father is and
would have known what I was when we were dating. In fact, there are two hellhound leaders here that are
just a little too interested in dear old dad. I'm woefully behind in everything since I was raised as
human. A green haired warlock has taken me under his wing to help me with magic. A vampire tutor was
arranged for me by the woman who foretold my birth. All the answers about me came in a vision to the
hellcat's mother, Lilith. She's the one moving pieces in the background. She's arranging marriages,
choosing my classes, and putting people in my path. She's also avoiding giving us any answers. Can I
navigate a magical school when I have no training, not kill this hellcat I'm engaged to, manage my
crushes on the warlock and vampire, and still survive with two huge hellhounds sniffing around?
Something big is happening. My birth wouldn't have been foretold if it wasn't. I need to unlock all of
my gifts as half angel half witch because whatever is going on, I've only scratched the surface.
Lucy Partridge is going to show the universe that she can be the commander of a spaceship. If only her
crew on the P.E.A.R. weren't so sexy and distracting... A Sci-Fi reverse harem set in a rather pearshaped spaceship.
Three bestselling reverse harem novels. Three strong women who don't have to choose. Three exciting
adventures to start. Bears. Angels. Wardens. Kelpies. The world is full of magical creatures and some of
them are rather hot! Luckily, the heroines in these books don't need to choose between their men. They
take them all. These three books are bursting with magic and mythology along with sexy men and sassy
heroines. If you love stories full of action, humour and steam, get this box set today! (And yes, there
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are kilts in there, too! All three books are set in Scotland.) This box set contains: Winter Princess
(Daughter of Winter #1) Rescued by Bears (Claiming Her Bears #1) From the Deeps (Seven Wardens #1; cowritten with Laura Greenwood) Winter Princess One sassy Demigoddess. Four hot Guardians. A Realm to
rule. As a demigoddess, Wyn has always stood out from the human crowd. And now, on her 22nd birthday,
her magic finally surfaces with a bang. A big bang. She'll need the help of not one, but four (sexy)
Guardians to control her destructive powers. If only they weren't so distracting... Her mother, the
Winter Queen, waits for Wyn in the Realms of Gods, but there are enemies who will try and prevent her
from ever reaching the Realms, even if that means going to war. Will Wyn be able to survive the journey?
And if she does, can she resist falling for her Guardians? Actually, does she want to resist? A fulllength reverse harem novel full of yummy protective men, a strong heroine, Celtic mythology, kilts,
Scottish accents, very steamy scenes and nasty demons. Rescued by Bears Can she tame her bear shifters
or will she be their dinner? Alone, frozen, and far from home, Isla finds herself in the care of four
frustratingly sexy bear shifters. They soon end up on a Scottish island, trying to survive the disasters
of a failing world. With new relationships unfolding, Isla has to make the decision between her humanity
and the bears protecting her. Will winter drive them apart or can Isla claim her bears? Rescued by Bears
is a full-length reverse harem novel featuring one sassy heroine and four sexy bear shifters (including
a polar bear!). From the Deeps Who knows what ascends from the Deeps... Macey is really quite ordinary,
if you ignore that she's a kelpie princess living on land. Still, her life is boring until she gets
kidnapped by a man who doesn't quite know why he kidnapped her. Try and figure that one out. Thankfully,
he and his two companions are prepared to help her find out why she can't return to Earth from their
house in the Mists. Now the only problem is that Macey keeps getting distracted by the three mysterious
and very sexy men... A reverse harem romance drenched in Scottish mythology. *** Search terms: bear
shifter, reverse harem, paranormal romance, dystopian romance, post-apocalyptic romance, Scotland,
Celtic, werebear, shifter romance, alpha male, reverse harem romance, RH romance, RH paranormal romance,
reverse harem paranormal romance, myth, myths, action, adventure, female protagonist, novel, hero,
romance, romance ebook, escape from abuse, love, mates, menage, paranormal romance with sex, new adult
romance, fated love, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy romance, paranormal romance books for adults,
shapeshifter, Gods, Beira, Loki, Thor, Greek mythology, kilt, angel, Guardian, kelpie, selkie, incubus,
Nessie, Queen, Royalty, palace, magic, sorcery, war, battle, kidnapping, Laura Greenwood, Skye
MacKinnon.
Kilts and Kisses
War of Winter
Demon's Revenge
A Reverse Harem Novel
Studying her Vikings
A Fantasy Reverse Harem Halloween Romance
Just because Wyn has changed doesn't mean that the war is over. Not at all. Angus and the Morrigan are
ready for battle, but so are Wyn and her allies. It's time to fight for the Winter Realm and the balance
that keeps the magic alive. ***This is the fourth and final book in the Daughter of Winter series.
18+*** The Daughter of Winter Series #0 Prequel: Mother of Gods (Breaking the Myth Anthology, ASIN:
B078J4SFJP) #1 Winter Princess #1.5 Spin-off: Demon's Revenge (ASIN: B078J8B1M4) #2 Winter Heiress #3
Winter Queen #4 Winter Goddess
Ghosts, Gods and frilly dresses... Wyn may be a Goddess, but even she is a little confused by the
rumours of ghosts in her palace. It gets even stranger when one of them appears in her bedroom, begging
for forgiveness. For wha? Wyn has no idea. Can she solve the ghost crisis before it ruins the Samhain
celebrations? And will she find a moment to spend time with her four yummy Guardians? A Daughter of
Winter spin-off that can be read without previous knowledge of this bestselling fantasy reverse harem
series. However, if you'd like to read the complete series first, start with Winter Princess or get the
box set.
Magic is beautiful. Magic can kill. As a demi-goddess, Wyn has always stood out from the human crowd.
And now, on her 22nd birthday, her magic finally surfaces with a bang. A Big bang. She'll need the help
of not one, but four (sexy) guardians to control her destructive powers. Her mother, the Winter Queen,
waits for her in the Realm of Gods, but Wyn has enemies, even if she doesn't know it yet... A reverse
harem serial with one sassy demi-goddess and four hot guardians.***A new episode will be released every
two weeks. Five of them will be bundled together at the end (likely in October) for those who enjoy
longer books so they can read it in one go. If you don't like serials, please don't leave a bad review
but wait until the omnibus edition is out.***
There were four men in my mind. Two in the past, two in the present. How was a girl supposed to think
like that? Being stuck in the past is the least of Lainie's worries. Hjalmar is missing, lost in time,
and there's no way she can bring him back on her own. To survive the harsh reality of Viking life,
she'll have to make new friends... but what if some of them want to be more than just friends? A time
travel reverse harem full of action, intrigue and hot Vikings. Part of the Time Travel Academy world.
This is a serial split into five episodes, perfect for sweetening your lunch break or as a quickie
before bedtime. Episodes will be released every two weeks. Search terms: reverse harem romance, academy
romance, college, university, menage, Viking, Norse, London, Britain, UK, English, time travel,
futuristic, science fiction romance, love, new adult, mfmm, serial, teacher, professor, mystery,
library, mission, steamy, polyamorous, runes, Old Norse, Norsemen, alpha male, adventure, action,
historical, coming of age.
A Paranormal Reverse Harem Starter Collection
Winter Goddess
Magic of Winter
A Steamy Paranormal Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
Winter Princess
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A Reverse Harem Paranormal Academy Romance

A tragic love story between an angel and a demon. Gone. Dead. Aodh is dead. My man, my beautiful man. Who pulled me from the
darkness and gave me a chance of a life in the light. Now he's gone. And with him, all the goodness in me has left. I'm going to
have my revenge. The world is going to burn. This is a spin-off from Winter Princess, the first book in the Daughter of Winter
Series. It can be read as a standalone, but the experience will be even more enjoyable by reading Winter Princess first.
Read this steamy reverse harem romance set in Scotland! One sassy demi-goddess. Four hot Guardians. And a few evil people. As
the daughter of a Goddess, Wyn has always stood out from the human crowd. And now, on her 22nd birthday, her magic finally
surfaces with a bang. A BIG bang. She’ll need the help of not one, but four hunky guardians to control her destructive powers. If
only they weren't so distracting... Her mother, the Winter Queen, waits for Wyn in the Realms of Gods, but there are enemies who
will try and prevent her from ever reaching the Realms, even if that means going to war. Will Wyn be able to survive the journey?
And if she does, can she resist falling for her Guardians? A steamy fantasy reverse harem novel full of alpha males, a strong
heroine, Celtic mythology, kilts, Scottish accents, and nasty demons. Start this completed series today! Also available as audiobooks.
The Daughter of Winter Series (also available as audio books) #0 Prequel: Mother of Gods #1 Winter Princess #1.5 Spin-off:
Demon's Revenge #2 Winter Heiress #3 Winter Queen #4 Winter Goddess #5 Samhain Goddess Search terms: reverse harem,
reverse harem romance, fantasy romance, fantasy reverse harem, medium burn romance, paranormal romance, PNR, steamy
romance, mfmmm romance, complete series, angel romance, mythology, Gods, demons, angels, Lucifer, Thor, Loki, hot, alpha
hero, magic, Scotland, first in series, free romance book, free books to read and download, free novel, romance books free.
Vikings are my present. And my past. But will they be my future? Finally reunited, Hjalmar and Lainie could be the perfect couple,
if only there weren't Asger and the Archivist as well. She needs to make a decision, but how could she ever decide between these
men? One thing is for sure, with all three of them vying for her attention, focusing on her studies will be a an impossible challenge.
A time travel reverse harem full of action, intrigue and hot Vikings. Part of the Time Travel Academy world. This is a serial split
into five episodes, perfect for sweetening your lunch break or as a quickie before bedtime. Episodes will be released every two
weeks.
All four books in the bestselling Daughter of Winter series, exclusive bonus scenes plus the spin-off novella Demon's Revenge,
together in one volume for the very first time! One sassy Demigoddess. Four hot Guardians. A Realm to rule. The balance between
Winter and Summer is on a knife's edge, and only one person can save it. With four of her mother's strongest warriors to guard
her, Wyn is thrown into a Realm full of unicorns, demons, and gods with agendas she can only dream of. Can the Winter Princess
fulfil her destiny and prevent a war that could destroy everything? The Daughter of Winter series features four (yummy)
protective men, a strong heroine, Celtic mythology, kilts, Scottish accents, ancient gods, very steamy scenes, a unicorn and even
dragons. This collection contains: Winter Princess (plus bonus scenes from the men's point of view) Demon's Revenge (novella)
Winter Heiress Winter Queen Winter Goddess Search terms: reverse harem, reverse harem romance, fantasy, fantasy romance,
fantasy reverse harem, paranormal romance, PNR, mythology, myth, myths, Gods, deities, Beira, demigod, demigoddess, war,
demon, angel, angels, demons, Lucifer, Thor, Loki, Zeus, Hercules, steamy, alpha hero, alpha, magic, new adult, Scotland, Celtic,
Scottish, Britain, unicorn, death, dark, romance, complete series, contemporary fantasy, Goddess, revenge, grief, death, love,
dragon, dragon shifter, lesbian
Purrr
Lick
A Paranormal Reverse Harem Romance
Reverse Harem Series Starter Collection
Her adventure has only just begun... Wyn thought everything would be unicorns and rainbows once she reached her
mother's palace. The last things she expected were assassination attempts, the Summer King readying for war and, worst
of all, frilly dresses. But all of that is pushed to the side when one of her Guardians needs her help. They're hers. And she'll
protect them while keeping her vow to protect the Realm. No matter the cost. This second novel in the now completed
Daughter of Winter series, a fantasy reverse harem romance full of Scottish mythology, sexy alpha guys and explosive
magic. Also available as audiobook. This series needs to be read in order, so start with Winter Princess if you're new to
Daughter of Winter.
Wyn and her Guardians have finally arrived in her mother's Realm. That doesn't mean they're out of trouble
though...***This is the last episode in the first Winter Princess book. An omnibus version that bundles all five episodes will
be released soon and can already be pre-ordered: http://books2read.com/winterprincess***
You thought it was over? You were wrong. Kat is broke, so when she’s offered a job as the mayor’s bodyguard, she can’t
resist. It seems a simple enough job, until someone tries to kill her rather than the mayor. At the same time, an incredibly
valuable diamond needs to be stolen, a little deer needs a new home and there’s a ball to attend. When you put a cat in a
dress, you better prepare for carnage… The fifth book in this purrfectly exciting urban fantasy series full of action, suspense
and cat puns. A slow burn reverse harem where Kat won't have to choose. Reading order: Meow Scratch Purrr Hisss Lick
Claw
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